It is known that, under suitable assumptions, the subdifferential d(fOg) of the infimal convolution of two convex functions / and g coincides with the parallel sum of df and dg. We prove that a similar formula holds for the subdifferential of the deconvolution of two convex functions: under appropriate hypothesis it coincides with the parallel star-difference of the sub-differentials of the functions. 
In what follows {X, Y) is a couple of locally convex real topological spaces paired in separating duality by a bilinear form {.,.), and F 0 (X)(respectively r o ( y ) ) is the class of convex, lower-semicontinuous proper functions defined on ^(respectively Y)
with values in R L){+oo}. Given h, k : X -• R, the inf-convolution hdk is defined by (h D fc)(x) = inf {h{x -u)+k{u)}
for all x 6 X , where -j-is the upper extension of the addition to R (that is, (+oo)-f (-oo) = (+oo)-(+oo) = +oo, see [10] ).
The deconvolution, denoted by the symbol B , is a kind of inverse operation for the inf-convolution. It was introduced by Hiriart-Urruty and Mazure [5] in order to solve the inf-convolution equation It is known [9, Corollary 2] that a solution to (1) exists if and only if the function
is one of them. The function defined by (2) is referred to as the deconvolution of h and k. Here the symbol -denotes the lower extension of the subtraction to R (that is, (+co)-(+oo) = (+oo)+(-oo) = -oo, [10] ).
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M. Voile [2] The operation B has many interesting applications. For instance, taking the deconvolution of convex quadratic forms yields a variational formulation of the parallel subtraction of matrices and operators (for example [8, 13] ).
The deconvolution operation is strongly hnked to the star-difference of sets. Recall that the star-difference of two subsets A and B of a linear space E is defined by
A-B = {x eE :x + B C A} .
By setting 
In the context of epigraphical analysis [1], formula (3) suggests another terminology for the deconvolution operation, namely the epigraphical difference or, better, the epigraphical star-difference.
In connection with Fenchel's duality theory, the deconvolution operation enjoys If h*-k* turns out to be in ro(F), one can also write
[3]
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We end this section by recalling some facts and by introducing some notation. For any 
The directional derivative of a function £ £ R at a point y £ £ -1 (R) is defined, when it exists, by
the lower subdifferential of ( at y is the set (for example [14] )
The above set obviously contains d£(y) and coincides with d£(y) when £ is convex; in that case (£ convex) it is well known (for example [6, p.354 
) + (/evCjr))* ^ f (l/i •) (by taking the supremum for u G dip(y)) (x,.)+i>'(y,.)^<p'{y,.) (from (9)) (a;,.) < if (y,.) -ip (y,.) ( as $ (y,.) is finitely valuedj

<«,.)< (p-tf)'(y,-)
x E 8-(<p-1,){y) .
0
Before passing to next section we record here a by-product of this lemma.
COROLLARY . Let ip,rjj be in Fo(l r ); assume that <p-ip is convex, finite at y, and tj> is continuous at y; then
, it suffices to apply formula (10) and Lemma2. D
O N T H E SUBDIFFERENTIAL O F THE DECONVOLUTION
Let us present now the main results of this note. Given h, k G To{X), the parallel sum of dh and dk is defined by (see for example [12] ) [5] Subdifferentials of deconvolutions 337
)
Here (dh) is set for the inverse of the multivalued operator dh; in other words:
where + denotes the Minkowski vectorial addition. It turns out that, under appropriate constraint qualifications [11, 12] , the formula d(hOk) -dhOdk holds. It is tempting to ask wether or not there is a similar formula for the deconvolution operator. To this end, let us introduce the notion of parallel star difference for subdifferentials.
DEFINITION: Let h and k be in T 0 (X). The parallel star difference of the subdifferentials dh and dk is the multivalued operator dhBdk defined by 
PROOF: Let v be in -E(x) and y £ dg(v); then g(v)
and f{v -x) are real numbers and we have,
and finally
{9Bf){z)-{gBf){x)>g{z+v-x)-g{v)>(z-x,y}
for all z&X.
M. Voile [6] This shows that y G d(gBf){x) . D
The next result provides an upper estimate for the subdifFerential of the deconvolution of two convex functions h,k G T 0 (X) in terms of the parallel star difference of dh and dk; it involves the set C{h,k) = {y £Y : k* is finite and continuous at y, and (h*-k*)(y) = (h*-k*)**(y)} THEOREM 1. Let X, Y be locally convex spaces in separating duality, and let h,k E r o ( X ) . Then, for all x G X, we have PROOF: Since for each / £ T 0 {X) one has {df)~l = df*, we easily obtain the equivalence between the assertions below: So, hBk coincides with the Moreau-Yosida regularisation of / £ T 0 (X) (for example [2, p.195] ). It follows that hOk is continuously differentiable. As h* is also strongly convex, h is continuously differentiable and we have, applying Theorem 2, S7{hBk) = VhBdk .
